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Long term value of data!
• Uniqueness of data
• Publications even ∼15 years after data taking ends
• But data is not enough …
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Achim Geiser https://indico.cern.ch/event/588219DPHEP https://arxiv.org/abs/1205.4667
CERN Analysis Preservation
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CERN Analysis Preservation (CAP)
• A platform for preserving knowledge and assets of an individual physics 
analysis
• Capturing the elements needed to understand and rerun an analysis even 
several years later:
• Advanced search for high-level physics information
• Applying standard collaboration access restrictions


















REANA = REusable ANAlyses
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REANA
• Building system to instantiate 
preserved analysis on the cloud
https://reanahub.io
• Cloud native
• Aiming to support multiple scenarios
• compute clouds
• distributed storage systems
• workflow engines
• container technologies
















































• Stored in CAP
• CernVM FS





• Docker support, other technologies under 
investigation
• Encourage the usage of base images
• i.e. reanahub/reana-env-root6 for ROOT6 based 
analyses
• Take the most out of image layering





• Workflow specifications 
over difficult to reproduce 
READMEs
• Testable approach
• yadage workflows support




yadage hello world example























• Local development environment
• Multiorganisation setup
• REANA environments (Docker base images)
• First physics example well received by 
community
• User testing for the CAP portal




• Real world physics 
analysis coming
• Minimal but well 
documented API
• Release CLI and 
Python clients




• publish or perish
• scientific benefit vs cost of preservation
• Data
• Ever-increasing data size?
• Software
• Ever-changing computing technology?
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Questions?
